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Disclaimer
Not Investment Advice.

The information provided in this report and during any consultation does 
not constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any 
other sort of advice related to licensed financial trading.  DrCrypto.ca and 
it’s practitioners do not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be 
bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and 
consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions.

Accuracy of Information
DrCrypto.ca and practitioners will strive to ensure accuracy of 
information on our website and this report although it will not hold any 
responsibility for any missing or wrong information. DrCrypto.ca
provides all information as is. You understand that you are using any and 
all information available here at your own risk.

Non Endorsement
The appearance of third party advertisements and hyperlinks on 
DrCrypto.ca does not constitute an endorsement, guarantee, warranty, or 
recommendation by DrCrypto.ca. Do conduct your own due diligence 
before deciding to use any third party services.

Affiliate Disclosure
DrCrypto.ca may receive compensation for affiliate links. This 
compensation may be in the form of money or services and could exist 
without any action from a site visitor. Should you perform activities in 
relation to an affiliate link, it is understood that some form of 
compensation might be made to DrCrypto.ca. For example, if you click 
on an affiliate link, and sign up and trade on an exchange. 
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*REDACTED* Club Report 

T hank you for the opportunity to provide you with 
consultation today on your project.   We hope you 
found it insightful and will aid in your bringing your 

roadmap forward towards a successful launch. 

I would be happy to discuss solutions to implementing 
that with your team if you do decide to go in that direction.  
Once, we thank you for your time today and hope we gave 
you some constructive feedback to help pivot your project 
into some other successful steps.   



Prologue 

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss your upcoming 
project in further detail.   We hope that you found some of 
our suggestions useful and on-point in order to help you 
and your team advance your project further moving 
forward. 

The biggest movement that we see in crypto going into 
2022 is Metaverse, Play to Earn and DeFi.   Projects that can 
incorporate everything have a good chance of success 
based on hype alone. 

One of the KEY concepts we try and drive home to new 
clients is to think like you are a 12 - 25 year old growing up 
in a version of the metaverse already - think about the 
video games they are immersed in.  This metaverse / Web 
3.0 experience is NOT a far stretch to the up and coming 
generation.   NFT’s, digital land, metaverse items, these are 
the NEW digital FLEX.  People used to buy top clothing, 
purses, cars, to show off - the new generation will show off 
the high value digital assets that they own and can prove it 
with a blockchain address linked to it.   Think of the blue 
check mark on Twitter or YouTube VERIFYING the 
ownership of the account. 



Relationship between Crypto and the Metaverse 

The future of Web 3.0 will incorporate the metaverse.  As of 
now, the majority of the metaverse projects are practically 
games, which offer the 3D aspect of the metaverse. 
However, there are many other elements that are essential 
for building the metaverse. Blockchain or crypto can fit the 
missing piece in the metaverse by offering many key 
functionalities. The growing additions in a metaverse crypto 
projects list would directly imply the productivity blockchain 
or crypto brings to the metaverse. Here are some of the key 
aspects in blockchain or crypto which align with the 
envisioned design of the metaverse. 

▪ Proof of Ownership 

Blockchain offers digital proof of ownership for assets in the 
metaverse. You can own a crypto wallet, and your private 
keys could prove your ownership of assets or activities on a 
blockchain. So, metaverse crypto projects could have robust 
and highly secure methods for establishing proof of 
ownership and digital identity.

Join Our Blockchain Weekly Newsletter!You Won’t Miss A 
Thing With amazing 
▪ Transferring Value

Another essential factor required in the metaverse would 
refer to the ability to transfer value. In addition, the 
metaverse would need a method for transferring value while 
safeguarding the trust of users. For example, crypto is more 
secure on a blockchain than the in-game currencies of 
multiplayer games. So, crypto can definitely offer reliable 
currency for users interested in spending long periods of 
time in the metaverse. 



▪ Interoperability

The feasibility of best metaverse crypto projects also 
depends on the element of interoperability facilitated by 
blockchain in the metaverse. Blockchain can enable 
compatibility between different spaces in the metaverse. For 
example, projects such as Avalanche and Polkadot allow 
users to create custom blockchains, which could interact 
with each other. 

▪ Governance

In a digital world resembling the real world, you would 
definitely need rules, and the metaverse is not an exception. 
Users would focus primarily on the ability to control rules of 
engaging with the metaverse. Blockchain offers the ideal 
foundation for fair and transparent governance in the 
metaverse. 

▪ Uniqueness of Collectibles

The most vital aspect of metaverse blockchain and crypto 
projects would be digital collectability. You would need to 
show the uniqueness and originality of assets in the 
metaverse for the proposed real-life activities. NFTs can help 
in creating 100% unique assets, while blockchain technology 
could provide an ideal representation for ownership of 
physical assets.  Below are the TOP first mover platforms: 



Bottom Line

The metaverse is the biggest trend in the world of tech right 
now and expect that to continue well into 2022 regardless of 
the overall crypto markets.   This area is expected to only 
continue to evolve, not to suggest it is immune to pullbacks 
in valuation as well like any emerging new industry. The 
rebranding of Facebook and drastic growth in value of 
metaverse tokens showcase vital proof for the feasibility of 
metaverse. On top of it, metaverse blockchain projects offer 
the right motivation for incorporating blockchain and 
metaverse together. 

However, we are still in the initial stages of development in 
the metaverse. At the same time, the number of metaverse 
projects is also increasing substantially. Blockchain can 
provide the necessary traits required in the metaverse, such 
as interoperability, security, ownership, and decentralization. 
Will the metaverse blockchain relationship flourish in the 
future? Learn more about the metaverse in detail right now 
to find your answers.       

We are happy to discuss anything outstanding or unclear.  
If you feel that you would benefit from further coaching we 
do offer returning clients a discount when booking direct at 
support@drcrypto.ca 
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Recommended Sites We Use: 

Our Website: 
HTTPS://drcrypto.ca 

FREE Canadian Crypto news 24/7  HTTPS://bpb.enterprises 

Market Cap & Token Prices:  https://coinmarketcap.com 

Crypto Fear & Greed Index:  https://alternative.me/
crypto/fear-and-greed-index/ 

Peak Confidence CBBI:  https://colintalkscrypto.com/
cbbi/ 

Worldwide Inflation Tracker:  https://
tradingeconomics.com/country-list/inflation-rate 

*Not financial advice. 
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